Austin Tree Care Provider Announces the
Launch of Their New Website
December 03, 2019
TJR Tree Service Austin is pleased to announce that their new website is now up and running. This
highly rated tree care provider is known for putting a heavy emphasis on customer service and they
felt having an improved website is all part of that. Company spokesperson Sherri Mundt emphasized
that no effort was spared by them to get the new website done right.
Mundt talked more about the company’s decision to create a new website, saying, “We are a tree
care provider that likes to be as progressive as possible in every way. That includes providing our
customers with an easy to use and informative website. The management here felt we came up a
little short in that area, so we decided to do something about that. We are so pleased to now have a
website that is super-informative and lets a customer find the exact information they are looking for in
a simple manner.”
The new company website can be seen here at https://www.austin-tree-service.com/. Those who go
there and check it out will notice how the website is laid out in a simple but effective way. It does not
rely on heavy graphics or other eye-catching media to get its points across. The new website instead
focuses on presenting important information in a clear and concise manner. Once a customer sees
what they are looking for, a simple point and click action takes them right to where they need to go in
the website.
It all starts with an improved homepage. The new homepage itself is full of important company
information yet done in a way that it does not look cluttered. It starts off by mentioning that their
experienced tree service personnel are experts when it comes to such important tree tasks as tree
trimming, tree pruning, and stump grinding, and lot and land clearing. The homepage also mentions
that TJR Tree Service Austin does 24-hour emergency tree service, tree pest control, and does
tree removal in the safest possible manner.
On the homepage of the improved website it also briefly discusses the best reasons why someone
should hire TJR Tree Service Austin. It starts by mentioning that the company is knowledgeable,
dependable, punctual and honest. There is also a statement that says the company does all its work
in an environmentally-friendly manner and their professional tree services are competitively priced.
The homepage also mentions that the company does all its tree care work in the safest possible
manner and its tree services are 100% satisfaction guaranteed.
The new homepage includes a section with general tree care tips and information from their certified
arborists. They mention such things as a person should not just prune trees at any time of the year.
Their arborists even caution that not all trees can be legally taken down and big fines can result. This
section also points out that tree health is extremely important to the environment because a single
tree can provide enough oxygen for 2 people to breathe for an entire year.
TJR Tree Service Austin’s new homepage includes several ways to contact them. The newest of

which is a quick contact form. By filling this form out, it makes it easy for a customer to get a free
quote on one of the company’s professional tree services.
The menu items across the top of the homepage will allow a user to quickly navigate to other areas of
the website. This is helpful for those customers that want more specifics on individual tree care
services or access to TJR’s informational blogs. A user can also get to the company’s ‘About Us’
page from this menu and see a statement about how they protect their customers privacy information.
Mundt ended by stating that anyone who has used their old website should find the new one to be
vastly improved. She also added that the website was built in a way where in the future they can add
even more sections that will be helpful to their customers.
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